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spondence operates only on 2-D retinal
coordinates. We have found, however, that
The path of an object in apparent motion depends on correspondence matching, objects
the
preferentially match neighbors of the
decision that images seen at different places and at different times represent the same
sameretinal disparity-evidence that correobject. One determinant of correspondence is proximity. Still debated, however, spondence
is
uses a 3-D proximity metric.
whether proximity is defined in a two- or three-dimensional spatial representation.
We controlled apparent depth by varying
Observers judged the motion path taken by an object with two neighbors of different
binocular disparity, the relative position of
apparent depth. Given similar two-dimensional distances, objects moved toward the
images on the two retinae. Each frame in the
neighbor of the same apparent depth. This is evidence that correspondence operates
in
display
was a stereogram consisting of sepaa three-dimensional spatial representation.
rate left- and right-eye random "dot" matrices made from equal numbers of light
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A remaining
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square (Fig. 1). The background was viewed
the matching of images seen at different
with an uncrossed disparity of 24 arc min, so
places and at different times. If each frame
that it appeared far behind the fixation
contains multiple images, the visual system
mark. Using this as a base, we added four
is confronted with a problem; each image in
disk-shaped submatrices, each having a dione frame has several potential matches in
ameter of 1.3?. The submatrices were prethe next. How does the visual system decide
sented as pairs of different apparent depth
(12 arc min crossed and 12 arc min unwhich images correspond and represent the
same object? The solution to this "correcrossed) lying on the circumference of an
x.. I "
spondence problem" lies in the application
imaginary circle with the fixation square at
the center. The radius from the center of the
of two heuristics: (i) match images of similar
^ ~ \~~~~~I
form and (ii) match images that are nearest
neighbors in space. Although it has proven

Correspondence Matching in Apparent Motion:

difficult to determine the relevant form prop-

erties (1), recent studies have demonstrated
preferential matching between objects of simiFig. 1. Schematic representation of the display as
lar orientation (2, 3), spatial frequency
(2),
seen by the observers.
Viewing distance was 100
cm.
luminance polarity (4), and color
(4).
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fixation mark to the center of each disk was

monocularly.
(ii) with
We
We tested these predictions
an ex- used
periment in which both rotation angle and
into the background if frame duration weredisparity were randomized across trials. The
too brief. To produce monocularly visibledisks were dark gray, the radius of the
to float in front of the background (8).
Observers viewed a series of eight frames
images and prevent dissolution, we darkimaginary circle was 1.4?, and duration was
in which the disks' positions were rotated by
ened the light squares in the disks to 10.0 cd
137 msec. Figure 3B shows that forward
45? steps. Two successive frames of the
m-2. Observers then perceived dark gray
motion was still the dominant percept for
display are shown schematically in Fig. 2. If
disks floating in front of the lighter back-rotation angles slightly greater than 45?. At
correspondence matching is based only on
sufficiently large rotations, however, background. We tested two observers (K.C. and
2-D proximity, direction of rotation is amM.G., 60 trials per condition) with a dispar-ward motion, accompanied by a movement
biguous; each object in frame 1 is equidisity difference of 24 arc min and added an 84-in depth, became more frequent. Our results
msec condition. Rotational motion in these
tant from two potential matches in frame 2.
also confirm the prediction that larger disconditions was even clearer. Motion toward
If 3-D proximity is used in the distance
parities require a greater rotation angle bemetric, images should match neighbors in
the neighbor of the same depth was seen onfore backward motion is seen.
100% of the trials at 84, 167, and 334 msec
Disparity is only one of many possible
the clockwise direction. When viewing the
and on 93% of trials at 668 msec. We
depth cues, and we do not know whether
sequence of frames, observers readily perceived clockwise motion.
monocular
depth cues would also produce
supposed that the dark edges provided
an
based on 3-D proximities. Our
additional fusion cue and preventedmatching
the
We tested an experienced (J.V.O.) and an
disks from dissolving.
display probably produced long-range moexperimentally naive (K.C.) observer. Direction of rotation and frame duration were
A control experiment ensured that
obtion,
which is thought to occur at a relatively
servers had not used monocular motion cues
advanced stage of perceptual processing (11,
randomized across trials, and disparity (9)
was varied between blocks. After each frame to discriminate direction. Braddick (11) has 12). Disparity cues, in contrast, are presumshown that monocular presentation of ste- ably used at an early level of the visual
sequence, observers made a forced-choice
decision about direction of apparent moreograms may give rise to a "short-range" system. This particular situation may have
motion percept. Although they reported favored the use of a 3-D spatial representation. Large disparities produced motion tojudging the motion of solid disks of differ- tion in matching. However, our results are
ward the neighbor in the same depth plane
(Fig. 3A) (10). Decreasing disparity reing depth, our observers were retested with consistent with data from other studies in
duced the preference, and at zero disparity, one eye occluded. Cyclopean disks created a
when there were two equidistant neighbors, torus of incoherent motion, whereas dark
A
direction of motion was totally ambiguous. gray disks produced flicker. In neither case
100
J.V.O.
Similar results were obtained with the disks
were observers able to perform at better
90
than
chance
levels.
This
result
indicates
that
arrayed on circles with larger (2.5?) and
the step sizes used in the experiment stimusmaller (1.2?) radii.
80
The generality of our initial experiment lated only a long-range motion process.
70
Frame duration
These results suggested that corresponwas limited in two ways. (i) Unlike most
* 167 msec
60
objects in the real world, our test images dence matching occurs in a spatial represeno 334 msec
& 661 msec
were cyclopean, that is, invisible when
tation where proximities are determined tri- 0
dimensionally. If so, it should be possible to E
100
trade distances in the frontal and depth
Frame 2
Frame 1
planes. We tested this supposition by repeat90
ing our experiment with greater rotation E
J\.
(0
80
angles. Suppose that images rotate clockwise
by slightly more than 45?. Each object will
70
have a single nearest neighbor in the x-y
60
plane. However, this neighbor will be at a
1.8?. When the stereograms were fused, the
fixation square and pairs of disks appeared

viewed

rotation rates since the disks would dissolve

0
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different disparity and lie in the "backward"

?93
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counterclockwise direction. Therefore, 2-D
matching predicts that clockwise rotations
with angles greater than 45? should produce
counterclockwise rotation. If matching occurs in 3-D space, the x-y plane proximities
must overcome the additional distance creat-

ed by the differences in depth. As a result,

rotations slightly greater than 45? should
still produce "forward" clockwise motion.
At a sufficiently large rotation, however,
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which monocular depth cues were used to
compare 2-D and 3-D metrics. For example,
the optimal interval between frames is great-

er for objects when they appear to lie at
different depths (13), and minimum frame
duration for equal angular rotations in the
frontal and depth planes is similar (14). It
therefore seems likely that both monocular
and disparity cues can be used to compute 3D proximity.
Our results suggest that correspondence
matching makes use of a 3-D spatial representation and that depth, or at least disparity, must be determined before motion
matching is performed. This conclusion
seems to hold for computer as well as biological vision. Correspondence-matching algorithms can also be improved by using
disparity to assign depth (15).
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